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Appendix 3: Strategic Risks: Q2 2019-20 

 
Strategic risks are defined as high-value exposures (both financial and other) to the Council as a 
whole that have a high probability of occurring without continued preventative action. 
Strategic risks are reviewed and reported to the Audit Committee and Cabinet quarterly but there 
is a detailed review annually against the strategy and Business Plan. Strategic risks are 
escalated/deescalated through DLTs and CLT and the Head of Internal Audit and Risk monitors this 
process. 
 
The Strategic Risks are reviewed regularly and are reported quarterly in the Council Perfomrance 
Report.  One risk has now been fully addressed and is no longer deemed to be a strategic risk, 
namely Data Sharing Arrangements. There are now currently 20 Strategic Risks, as outlined 
below.  
 
The risk pertaining to the UK leaving the EU without a deal (Brexit – Immediate impacts in the 
event of ‘no deal’) remains unchanged. Owing to the high expectations that the EU will grant the 
UK’s request for an extension to the Article 50 period, it currently appears unlikely that the UK will 
leave the EU without a divorce deal on the scheduled date of 31 October. The Council’s Brexit Lead 
Officer has continued to oversee progress on Council preparations ahead of the 31 October 
deadline, with mitigating actions refreshed across the Council for areas such as social care, 
schools, regulatory services and data. 
 
Risk rating: The risk rating is reviewed each quarter, based on an assessment of the impact of the 
risk multiplied by the likelihood of the risk occurring, as outlined below – 
 

Likelihood 
 

Impact 

Remote 
(1) 

Unlikely 
(2) 

Possible 
(3) 

Probable 
(4) 

Certain 
(5) 

Catastrophic 
Impact on 
Council (5) 

5 10 15 20 25 

Moderate 
Impact on 
Council (4) 

4 8 12 16 20 

Limited 
Impact on 
Council (3) 

3 6 9 12 15 

Minimal 
Impact on 
Council (2) 

2 4 6 8 10 

No Impact on 
council (1) 

1 2 3 4 5 

  
Scores – 
 

• 1 – 6 (Green) An acceptable level of risk 

• 8 – 16 (Amber) May require additional controls / actions 

• 20 - 25 (Red) Requires urgent controls / actions 
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Q2 Review 
 
All risks have been reviewed and updated positions are given for Q2 2019/20, by Portfolio.  

Adults 
  

Risk Title Risk Owner Risk Rating 

Demographics - Adults Jonathan Price 
5 x 4 = 20 

Red 

The risk is that the Council will not have the capacity and capability to effectively deliver services as the 
population ages. This represents an increasing percentage of the population of Cornwall that could result 
in compromising the quality of care provision to Cornwall residents. 

Review notes 

As a result of activity during 2018-19, the risk score has reduced from 25 to 20. Extra Care 
Accommodation is progressing well, Direct Payments uptake by providers has increased, Kemeneth 
project roll out continues and reablement capacity has increased. Improved performance reporting is 
starting to provide robust intelligence which will help shape services. 

Risk Title Risk Owner Risk Rating 

Collaborative Funding arrangements with Health Partners Jonathan Price 
4 x 4 = 16 

Amber 

The risk is that there will continue to be significant demand and budgetary pressures across the Health 
and Social Care system, which will need to be managed collaboratively to ensure value for all parties and 
positive outcomes for people using services.   

Review notes  

Nationally, we are still awaiting the Government's much delayed Green Paper on Adult Social Care. Adult 
Social Care (ASC) funding arrangements post the Better Care Fund (BCF) in 2021 are still to be confirmed 
and it is hoped that the Green Paper will address some of the fundamental issues and gaps in funding. 
Once we receive the government position on funding, we will be in a position to work with partners to 
understand the implications and how we will provide care and support as a system. We have our BCF 
arrangements in place for 2019/20 and we have extended our Section 75 agreement in relation to 
pooling resources between the Council and NHS partners. We have reconfigured our Mental Health 
funding arrangements and from 2021, will have a new partnership between the Council, KCCG (Kernow 
Clinical Commissioning Group) and CPFT (Cornwall Partnership NHS Foundation Trust). NHS Kernow is 
currently developing a Mental Health Strategy for the wider health and social care system. ASC is 
working more closely with colleagues in Public Health under Shaping our Future to ensure a focussed and 
joined up approach to improving population health, focussing on issues which have long term impacts. 
We are exploring how best to work with the Children, Schools and Families Directorate to develop a 
shared 'life course' approach for people with complex needs. 

Risk Title Risk Owner Risk Rating 

Sustainability of the Social Care Marketplace 
Helen Charlesworth-
May 

 

As a Health and Social Care system, we are working hard to meet increasing demographic demand, 
people’s changing expectations of services and the financial constraints within which we must operate. 
Supply markets are being encouraged to diversify their approaches to provision building on the 
information set out in the joint Council and KCCG Market Position Statement. We are working with 
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partners to build a market which is resilient and sustainable and meets the needs of our changing 
population. We have identified care market sustainability as a key strategic risk to the Council and are 
developing a set of mitigations which include understanding how we can support the care market more 
effectively.  
The risks around Market and Provider Failure were highlighted in July 2019 with the Council’s 
intervention in Trefula Nursing Home. The Council took the unprecedented step of purchasing the 
Nursing Care Home as without this intervention, a number of individuals with complex needs would have 
been moved to alternative provision, some of which was out of county. 
A recommendation was made to Cabinet in September around the care home market failure and the 
process to protect the continuity of care for Cornwall residents, which set out the key steps the Council 
needs to take in order to be better prepared. A Market Failure Provider Policy was presented to and 
endorsed by Cabinet in September 2019. 

Review notes 

  
 

Children and Wellbeing 
  

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Demographics - Children Jack Cordery 
4 x 5 = 20 

Red 

The strategic risk is that further reduction in resources available to the Council's children's services 
means it will increasingly struggle to deliver effective services to children, young people and families as 
demand in key areas of need increases. This risk is amplified by increased statutory responsibilities and 
raised inspection standards.  This could also lead to increased risk of failure, a reduced Ofsted rating and 
overspending. 

Review notes 

The strategic plan to mitigate this risk is through integration, strengthening early help/preventative 
services and bringing about further reductions in overlap and achieving economies of scale.  The decision 
to integrate education, early years, public health nursing, early help and social care under an Integrated 
Children's Services Directorate with a distinct identity and enhanced multi-agency governance is aimed 
at improving outcomes and making optimal use of the available resources.  The decision of the Council to 
make an investment to offset inflationary and demand pressures will help to reduce the growing gap 
between significant increases in need/risk due to the impact of austerity policies on the most vulnerable 
families and the reduced capacity of the Council's children's social care services.  A proportion of the 
additional government funding for social care will be used to fund specialist services for primary age 
children on the edge of care.  Following discussion at a recent Corporate Directors' Team assurance 
meeting it was agreed to increase the rating of this risk to reflect the fact that we are now seeing 
evidence of this risk happening and also to accurately capture the potential severe implications to the 
Council as a whole. 

 

Customers 
 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Information Technology Mark Read  
4 x 2 = 8 
Amber 
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The risk is that the Council's current IT environment is not sufficient to meet our needs as an 
organisation, limiting our ability to develop and respond. 

Review notes 

IS are continuing to make good progress on the majority of the mitigations stated. The new structure was 
in place on 1st July however a number of roles are still to be fully transitioned or recruited into. Recently 
the key roles of Agile Coach, Agile Delivery Services Manager and Portfolio Manager have been filled. We 
have developed a transition dashboard so that progress is monitored regularly. A KPI dashboard is being 
regularly reported and monitored and has just undergone a short-term review. These KPIs will continue 
to evolve over the next 3-6 months as new practices bed in along with robust data sources. Work is 
concluding on the Digital Cornwall 2 Programme to build, develop and evolve  the foundational 
technology which is being put in place now. 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Significant contract failure Rachael Rothero 
3 x 3 = 9 
Amber 

This risk is that there is a significant contract failure where the Council is exposed to poor performance, 
business closure or other substantial supply chain impacts. 

Review notes 

There are effective controls and mitigations for the management of supply chain risk in place, including 
the running of monthly credit checks on Strategic & Critical (S&C) suppliers and monitoring the supply 
chain for “soft” signs of contract non-compliance and supplier failure. S&C contract performance is 
scrutinised by the Commercial Management Oversight Board (CMOB) on a quarterly basis. The Council's 
Contract Management Toolkit and Supplier Failure Policy provide the policy framework for the 
management of instances of contract and supplier failure.   

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Property Compliance/Safety Dominic Barlow 
3 x 3 = 9 
Amber 

The risk is that there is a breach in compliance with health and safety checks on our property estate, 
including but not limited to the fire risk assessments, resulting in death, corporate manslaughter, 
financial penalties and reputation. 

Review notes 

The overall council estate compliance performance increased to just under 84% at 30th September. 
Compliance testing and works arising on the farms and commercial assets continues to make progress 
towards compliance status.  Agreement is being sought through the corporate Health & Safety Steering 
Group to develop and resource a corporate estate Alternative Service Delivery auditing process providing 
additional assurance and safeguard the Council against future compliance risks.  The annual Office Fire 
Risk Assessment review programme for 2019/20 is being developed and proposed to commence in 
December. 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Oracle Cloud Project Richard Williams 
4 x 3 = 12 

Amber 

The risk is that the Oracle Project fails to deliver on time, to budget and in line with the Council's 
requirements  A secondary risk is that the Group of Companies is implementing the HR Oracle modules in 
parallel to the Council's implementation, and this introduces the risk that the two projects do not align 
and both fail to deliver on time. 

Review notes 
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The first significant milestone (mobilisation) in the re-plan was successfully achieved and signed off by 
the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). The technical build is progressing well albeit with a slight time delay 
verses the plan. The team is confident that this can be substantially recovered in the next time period to 
enable system testing to commence in November. In the last period there has been significant focus on 
preparing the business readiness adoption and delivery plan.  This is being shared with senior 
stakeholders ahead of it being formally launched later in the year.  

 

Homes 
   

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Welfare Reform Jon Lloyd-Owen 
3 x 4 = 12 

Amber 

The risk is that the compound effects of the government's welfare reforms will create increased demand 
for council services and adverse outcomes for residents and in particular children and vulnerable adults, 
through increased housing stress, homelessness and financial exclusion. 

Review notes 

A draft report for members has been written which takes account of trends and learning points from 
regions of the UK where the roll out of Universal Credit is more advanced, looks at latest information in 
Cornwall, assesses the likely demographic groups likely to be impacted to a greater extent in Cornwall, 
and matches this against projects already undertaken to mitigate the effects of Welfare Reform, and 
makes recommendations for consideration to potentially plug any gaps.  The draft report is with the 
Housing Service Director.  Members briefing day arranged for 18 October 2019 - speakers invited to the 
session include representatives from the Citizens Advice Bureau, the Registered Provider sector and the 
Department of Work and Pensions. 

 

Neighbourhoods 
   

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Climate Change Kate Kennally 
5 x 4 = 20 

Red 

The risk is that the Council fails to deliver on the ambition contained within the Carbon Neutral Cornwall 
Action Plan.  Failure to deliver the actions could have consequences for the reputation of the Council at a 
local and national level.  This would also lead to a failure in the climate change mitigations required for 
Cornwall to meets its local obligations as part of the international efforts to keep climate warming to 
below 1.5 degrees Celsius.  The financial risk of maintaining this programme could become unsustainable 
if not managed in line with the Council's wider priorities. 

Review notes 

The programme continues to mobilise in readiness for the next phase. The majority of the core team 
have been appointed pending notice periods. The most significant risk for the programme remains the 
finances and capacity to take forward the entirety of the action plan. A development day with members 
of the Climate Change Programme Board has been set for 21st November to jointly agree on the 
outcomes, key deliverables and programme architecture that will help facilitate the changes we need to 
see over the next phase of the programme. 

 

Culture, Economy & Planning  
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Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Delivering the Local Plan Phil Mason 
5 x 2 = 10 

Amber 

The risk is that the Council fails to implement actions to deliver the Local Plan that could negatively 
impact on the delivery of its key objectives e.g. around housing growth, impacting on revenue to the 
Council and service demands such as homelessness and affordable housing, as well as the wider Cornish 
economy. 

Review notes 

The Local Plan establishes key targets for the delivery of new homes and jobs. The failure to deliver the 
number of new homes requires will result in the Council   having to support speculative planning in 
locations that are not being planned for.  Mitigations that have been put in place include the 
development of the Councils Investment Programme alongside the Housing Development Programme 
and Housing Revenue Account programmes, the successful Examination in Public of the Site Allocations 
DPD, the creation of a delivery team within the planning service to focus on unlocking strategic sites and 
coordinating infrastructure, the creation of a Strategic Infrastructure Group chaired by the Chief 
Executive, a stalled sites review and securing of government and European funding to support delivery 
including ERDF, Housing Infrastructure Fund, Garden Village Capacity Funding and the Planning Delivery 
Fund.   

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Failure to negotiate with Government a suitable post Brexit growth 
environment for Cornwall 

Glenn Caplin 
5 x 3 = 15 

Amber 

Failure to negotiate with Government a locally managed UK funded invest programme for CIoS post 
BREXIT that meets our level of investment ambition within our Strategic Economic Plan and Local Plan. 
Major project investments do not happen. Loss of business confidence to invest. SEP priorities and KPI's 
not delivered. Changes in the freedom of movement for employment between the EU and Britain 
significantly impact the services and industries in Cornwall, leaving a skills and employment gap.    
MITIGATIONS:  • Capacity increased with an Economic Growth Service to support additional activity 
required to take forward post BREXIT funding programme 'shared prosperity fund'.  • Activity identified 
between CC members and LEP Board to undertake a series of workshops to clarify negotiating position 
and stakeholder support. Cabinet report on negotiation timetabled for November 2017.  • Working 
alongside the Strategy and Communications Service on the post BREXIT position on the free movement 
of labour. Risks and priorities identified through Catalyst for Change and will form the basis of next steps 
including research with University of Exeter.   

Review notes 
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In light of the increasing likelihood of a 'no deal' scenario, this risk remains under review.  The UK Shared 
Prosperity Fund (SPF) consultation was due to be released in December 2018. It is now not expected 
until the Comprehensive Spending Review 2020. The fund is not likely to be launched until 2021/22 
dependent on the Brexit deal. Indications are that were a no deal scenario to occur, changes to current 
EU programme methodology, processes, systems and allocations could occur. Contracted projects will be 
underwritten by HMG but those in the pipeline or unallocated balances could be redistributed to 
respond to economic shocks. A set of red lines have been developed to inform conversations with HMG 
on current programmes should a no-deal scenario occur. Equally, there is little agreement within 
Government Departments as to how the fund should be led and structured with the various departments 
that have previously been responsible for EU funds seeing SPF as part of their own future policy 
implementation.   In the absence of the consultation, the Economic Growth Service are developing 
proposals and options for methodologies to allocate and deliver Shared Prosperity Funding. This was 
signed off by the LEP Board in September 2019 and will be discussed with civil servants leading on SPF 
development in October 2019.  Cornwall Council has welcomed commitment from Boris Johnson in a 
media interview that EU funding would be replaced with a discrete fund for Cornwall with the same 
quantum as the region would have expected.   When the consultation on SPF is launched, further work 
and engagement will be required with local partners once the detail of the consultation is known. Best 
use must be made out of the current EU programmes in addition to the work required for the future 
funding programmes and to this end, the team have been focussing on identifying programme 
headroom, assessing match funding options and ensuring strategic alignment as well as assessing 
economic impact. 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Failure to offer sufficient strategic leadership that ensures SEP 
Implementation... 

Glenn Caplin 
5 x 2 = 10 

Amber 

... including Growth Deal and EU Growth Programme. The risk is that the Council fails to flex its processes 
and legal governance arrangements as EU legislation is superseded by national legislation which could 
result in both costs and benefits not being realised. Loss of confidence that Cornwall can deliver, by HMG 
and private investors. Not delivering the EU programme and failing to meet the mid programme bonus 
rate of 6% (£30m)/ Intermediate Body Status.  MITIGATIONS: • Review of current processes across 
Economic Growth Service and LEP Executive currently underway finding of this review will influence the 
future reshaping of processes and capacity within the Service. • Regular reporting arrangements have 
been revised and agreed with HMG representative to ensure increased confidence in Cornwall's capacity 
to deliver. • Additional capacity in place to deliver Intermediate Body status and funding bid has been 
submitted to secure resource across the lifetime of the EU programme. Working alongside Government 
Managing Authorities to ensure effective performance monitoring and management of the EU 
programmes.    

Review notes 
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To ensure focus on the remaining years of delivery, the Growth Programme team remain committed 
ensuring remaining years of the EU programmes (which can continue to contract to December 2020) are 
delivered according to schedule and strategy. The EU programme performance reserve targets and N+3 
spend targets were met at the December 2018 review point and Managing Authorities (MAs) are being 
challenged through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) Board and the 
national programme boards and committees on which Cornwall is represented to maximise programme 
performance. CIoS have recently agreed with Defra that for the remaining part of the programme where 
national reserve funds will be created from remaining EAFRD allocations, CIoS will have a separate 
allocation and tandem process recognising our Less Developed status. Consideration is now being given 
to ERDF and ESF and how to manage Less Developed region allocations in the reserve funds for these 
programmes. The implementation plan sets out how the LEP will fulfil the recommendations within the 
LEP Review, together with clear timescales as to when each stage of the plan will be in place. 
Programming has been undertaken to identify investments to deliver the SEP that could be match 
funded by Cornwall Council's Economic Development match fund pot to ensure delivery of the EU 
programme and meet strategic ambitions. Since March 2019 £13.122m has been approved by Cornwall 
Council to match fund EU projects that deliver the Vision 2030 (SEP)  priorities. The LEP has a corporate 
risk register which is reviewed by the LEP Audit & Assurance committee and is presented at LEP Board 
meetings on a quarterly basis.   

 

Transport 
  

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Assets Kevin Bryant 
4 x 3 = 12 

Amber 

The risk is that the Council will not prioritise spending/attract core funding so as to maintain standards of 
infrastructure long term resulting in sub optimal asset condition and usage, increased exposure to claims 
and additional cost. 

Review notes 

The extensive highways asset has a currently estimated "backlog" of £280m. This impacts on the 
resilience of the infrastructure to extreme weather events, such as flood and freezing conditions. The 
Cabinet decision to allocate an additional £20m to the One Cornwall Highway initiative will assist in 
mitigating this risk; however longer-term sustained investment is required to fully mitigate this risk and 
reduce its profile.   

 

Deputy Leader  
  

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Financial Sustainability Andy Brown 
5 x 4 = 20 

Red 

The risk is that due to the decreasing central government funding, increased demand on services, cost 
fluctuations due to Brexit, the Council is unable to deliver and provide statutory services and those 
discretionary services it chooses to provide to a level that meets the expectations of the communities of 
Cornwall and is legally defensible 

Review notes 
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The risk score has increased for quarter 2 due to the significant increase in the overspend.  The Medium 
Term Financial Plan is currently developing the 2020/21 budget and updating the Medium Term Financial 
Plan  to cover the period  2020/21-2023/24, and in the process of developing savings plans to  balance 
the 4 years. Directorates were unable  to deliver 100% of savings targets allocated to them in 2019/20 
Savings targets causing additional pressures over the 4 year MTFP. 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Change Management Capacity and Capability Patrick Weir 
4 x 2 = 8 
Amber 

The risk is that the workforce is unable to deliver the amount of Council-wide and service change arising 
from the 19/20 SCOT portfolio and business as usual service development. The impact is that SCOT 
changes do not deliver the anticipated benefits, MTFP targets are jeopardised and detrimental impact on 
service delivery. 

Review notes 

Business as usual work continues to be re-prioritised to ensure that we are able to support the 
requirements of Strategic & Critical projects, especially within Customer and Support Services, with 
services such as Legal, Procurement and HR in particularly demand in the context of several major 
commercial/ provider changes and restructures across the Council. A revised IT prioritisation 
methodology is being tested at the Working Differently Portfolio Board in Q3 to mitigate capacity risks 
within this particular service. The Programmes and Change Service are also moving to a more flexible 
resourcing model, with resources moved to the areas of greatest need in a more agile basis. Change 
Management is now represented at the regular Assurance Boards and 'business readiness' assessments 
are being embedded into project delivery timescales so we don't implement changes when the Council is 
not ready to receive them. We are prioritising engagement across the Council on major changes effecting 
them and have plans in place to this engagement through Working Differently Portfolio Board, Corporate 
Leadership Team engagements, the planned Leadership Conference, the Cornwall Manager events and 
the staff roadshows, alongside working with the communications team on how we can best 
communicate change to the wider employee community. Finally, we are continuing to develop our 
Change networks (Digital champions, Green Champions etc.) to allow for these individuals to act as 
Change agents across the Council and to highlight any concerns around change readiness.  

 

Leader 
  

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Reputation & resident engagement Kate Kennally 
4 x 4 = 16 

Amber 

The risk is that the Council's reputation deteriorates and has a detrimental impact on our ability to gain 
public, partner and government support for the actions that will realise the Council's priorities for 
Cornwall.   

Review notes 
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The Council’s efforts to further strengthen resident satisfaction are underpinned by four business plan 
targets that seek year-on-year improvement in the percentage of residents satisfied with the way the 
Council runs things, those agreeing that the Council stands up and campaigns for Cornwall and those that 
feel the Council provides value for money and gets things right first time.  The mid-year residents’ survey 
showed a higher percentage of residents are speaking positively of the Council and agreeing that the 
Council is making the local area a better place to be. Significant gains made since 2017 in overall 
satisfaction with the Council, residents agreeing the Council provides value for money and that it stands 
up for Cornwall have been sustained. However, fewer residents agreed that the Council is getting things 
right first time and remains a strong area of focus for improvement.  Resident survey results are known 
to be notoriously volatile and subject to seasonal variation, with surveys conducted in the autumn 
typically scoring higher than those in the summer.  The next round of polling will be conducted in 
November and will provide a seasonal like-for-like comparison with the autumn 2018 survey. The risk 
rating therefore remains unchanged until there is evidence of sustained trend improvement over a 
period of time.  

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Brexit - immediate impacts in the event of 'no deal' Kate Kennally 
4 x 4 = 16 

Amber 

The risk is that the UK and EU fail to reach a deal on a Withdrawal Agreement resulting in medium term 
disruption in the 0-6 months immediately following exit, which impacts upon people in Cornwall and 
requires the Council to act, such as any immediate port and transport disruption, particularly given the 
coincidence with Easter tourism traffic, and any consequent supply chain disruption for critical goods.  

Review notes 

Owing to the high expectation that the EU will grant the UK’s request for an extension to the Article 50 
period, it currently appears unlikely that the UK will leave the EU without a divorce deal on the 
scheduled date of 31 October. At the point of writing, however, this extension has not been formally 
granted, and a ‘no deal’ exit remains the legal default for 31 October. An extension will also not 
eliminate the risk of no deal, with it remaining a possible outcome at the end of an extended Article 50 
period. Moreover, given that the current phase of negotiations is the first of two phases, then even if a 
divorce deal is approved and ratified there remains a risk that disruptive effects could arise at the end of 
a transition period (at December 2020, unless the transition period is extended) if a subsequent and 
distinct deal on UK-EU future relations is not achieved. For these reasons, the likelihood of no deal has 
not been revised downwards. 
The Council’s Brexit Lead Officer has continued to oversee progress on Council preparations ahead of the 
31 October deadline, with mitigating actions refreshed across the Council for areas such as social care, 
schools, regulatory services, and data. This includes work to test the resilience of the Council's major 
suppliers, prompting and informing key partners, enabling additional staff resource in areas of expected 
new demand, and re-establishing multiple reporting arrangements to enable that impacts can be 
identified and escalated. We are continuing to work very closely with the Devon, Cornwall and Isles of 
Scilly Local Resilience Forum to ensure appropriate cross-organisational preparations are developed. We 
are also continuing to work closely with colleagues in the South West on collaborative preparations and 
to share intelligence. Government engagement also continues, including through regional channels. 
Cornwall Council's website continues to be further updated with Government’s new guidance and 
information on our preparations: cornwall.gov.uk/brexit 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Brexit - ongoing impacts of the terms of exit Kate Kennally 
4 x 4 = 16 

Amber 

The risk is that the terms of the UK's withdrawal from the European Union results in increased costs, 
increased demand for services, scarcity of labour, scarcity of goods and supplies, or other operational 
impacts which impair the Council's ability to deliver services for people in Cornwall. 

http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/brexit
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Review notes  

A Brexit Lead Officer has been designated following new Government guidance. All Council services have 
carried out a detailed assessment of the potential ongoing impacts of the terms of exit, and are keeping 
mitigating actions under review in light of evolving Government policy and guidance. Impacts and 
medium-to-long term issues are being reported to Government through dedicated channels. Resourcing 
impacts were considered during the annual assessment of general reserves. Our New Frontiers plan sets 
out the post-Brexit frameworks (such as for migration and workforce) which the Council, together with 
our partners on the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Leadership Board, is seeking from Government. 

Risk Title Risk Owner 
Risk 

Rating 

Pay and Terms & Conditions Kate Kennally 
3 x 3 = 9 
Amber 

The risk is that the Council's pay and benefits framework and strategy does not achieve an appropriate 
balance between (i) the need to attract, retain and fairly reward the skills and talent the Council needs to 
deliver its priorities for Cornwall, and (ii) affordability of pay and benefits spend in the context of the 
Council's finances overall. 

Review notes 

The Council's Review of Pay and Terms and Conditions is being undertaken in response to this strategic 
risk, with review recommendations being developed for implementation in 2020.  Emerging 
recommendations are being impact assessed through informal engagement with a cross-section of 
managers and trade union representatives to inform the finalisation of review proposals in Q2, ahead of 
formal consultation and negotiation.  
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	Limited Impact on Council (3) 
	Limited Impact on Council (3) 

	3 
	3 

	6 
	6 

	9 
	9 

	12 
	12 

	15 
	15 


	Minimal Impact on Council (2) 
	Minimal Impact on Council (2) 
	Minimal Impact on Council (2) 

	2 
	2 

	4 
	4 

	6 
	6 

	8 
	8 

	10 
	10 


	No Impact on council (1) 
	No Impact on council (1) 
	No Impact on council (1) 

	1 
	1 

	2 
	2 

	3 
	3 

	4 
	4 

	5 
	5 




	  
	Scores – 
	 
	• 1 – 6 (Green) An acceptable level of risk 
	• 1 – 6 (Green) An acceptable level of risk 
	• 1 – 6 (Green) An acceptable level of risk 

	• 8 – 16 (Amber) May require additional controls / actions 
	• 8 – 16 (Amber) May require additional controls / actions 

	• 20 - 25 (Red) Requires urgent controls / actions 
	• 20 - 25 (Red) Requires urgent controls / actions 


	Q2 Review 
	 
	All risks have been reviewed and updated positions are given for Q2 2019/20, by Portfolio.  
	Adults 
	Adults 
	Adults 
	Adults 
	Adults 


	  
	  
	  



	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Demographics - Adults 
	Demographics - Adults 
	Demographics - Adults 

	Jonathan Price 
	Jonathan Price 

	5 x 4 = 20 
	5 x 4 = 20 
	Red 


	The risk is that the Council will not have the capacity and capability to effectively deliver services as the population ages. This represents an increasing percentage of the population of Cornwall that could result in compromising the quality of care provision to Cornwall residents. 
	The risk is that the Council will not have the capacity and capability to effectively deliver services as the population ages. This represents an increasing percentage of the population of Cornwall that could result in compromising the quality of care provision to Cornwall residents. 
	The risk is that the Council will not have the capacity and capability to effectively deliver services as the population ages. This represents an increasing percentage of the population of Cornwall that could result in compromising the quality of care provision to Cornwall residents. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	As a result of activity during 2018-19, the risk score has reduced from 25 to 20. Extra Care Accommodation is progressing well, Direct Payments uptake by providers has increased, Kemeneth project roll out continues and reablement capacity has increased. Improved performance reporting is starting to provide robust intelligence which will help shape services. 
	As a result of activity during 2018-19, the risk score has reduced from 25 to 20. Extra Care Accommodation is progressing well, Direct Payments uptake by providers has increased, Kemeneth project roll out continues and reablement capacity has increased. Improved performance reporting is starting to provide robust intelligence which will help shape services. 
	As a result of activity during 2018-19, the risk score has reduced from 25 to 20. Extra Care Accommodation is progressing well, Direct Payments uptake by providers has increased, Kemeneth project roll out continues and reablement capacity has increased. Improved performance reporting is starting to provide robust intelligence which will help shape services. 


	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Collaborative Funding arrangements with Health Partners 
	Collaborative Funding arrangements with Health Partners 
	Collaborative Funding arrangements with Health Partners 

	Jonathan Price 
	Jonathan Price 

	4 x 4 = 16 
	4 x 4 = 16 
	Amber 


	The risk is that there will continue to be significant demand and budgetary pressures across the Health and Social Care system, which will need to be managed collaboratively to ensure value for all parties and positive outcomes for people using services.   
	The risk is that there will continue to be significant demand and budgetary pressures across the Health and Social Care system, which will need to be managed collaboratively to ensure value for all parties and positive outcomes for people using services.   
	The risk is that there will continue to be significant demand and budgetary pressures across the Health and Social Care system, which will need to be managed collaboratively to ensure value for all parties and positive outcomes for people using services.   


	Review notes  
	Review notes  
	Review notes  


	Nationally, we are still awaiting the Government's much delayed Green Paper on Adult Social Care. Adult Social Care (ASC) funding arrangements post the Better Care Fund (BCF) in 2021 are still to be confirmed and it is hoped that the Green Paper will address some of the fundamental issues and gaps in funding. Once we receive the government position on funding, we will be in a position to work with partners to understand the implications and how we will provide care and support as a system. We have our BCF a
	Nationally, we are still awaiting the Government's much delayed Green Paper on Adult Social Care. Adult Social Care (ASC) funding arrangements post the Better Care Fund (BCF) in 2021 are still to be confirmed and it is hoped that the Green Paper will address some of the fundamental issues and gaps in funding. Once we receive the government position on funding, we will be in a position to work with partners to understand the implications and how we will provide care and support as a system. We have our BCF a
	Nationally, we are still awaiting the Government's much delayed Green Paper on Adult Social Care. Adult Social Care (ASC) funding arrangements post the Better Care Fund (BCF) in 2021 are still to be confirmed and it is hoped that the Green Paper will address some of the fundamental issues and gaps in funding. Once we receive the government position on funding, we will be in a position to work with partners to understand the implications and how we will provide care and support as a system. We have our BCF a


	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Sustainability of the Social Care Marketplace 
	Sustainability of the Social Care Marketplace 
	Sustainability of the Social Care Marketplace 

	Helen Charlesworth-May 
	Helen Charlesworth-May 

	 
	 


	As a Health and Social Care system, we are working hard to meet increasing demographic demand, people’s changing expectations of services and the financial constraints within which we must operate. Supply markets are being encouraged to diversify their approaches to provision building on the information set out in the joint Council and KCCG Market Position Statement. We are working with 
	As a Health and Social Care system, we are working hard to meet increasing demographic demand, people’s changing expectations of services and the financial constraints within which we must operate. Supply markets are being encouraged to diversify their approaches to provision building on the information set out in the joint Council and KCCG Market Position Statement. We are working with 
	As a Health and Social Care system, we are working hard to meet increasing demographic demand, people’s changing expectations of services and the financial constraints within which we must operate. Supply markets are being encouraged to diversify their approaches to provision building on the information set out in the joint Council and KCCG Market Position Statement. We are working with 




	partners to build a market which is resilient and sustainable and meets the needs of our changing population. We have identified care market sustainability as a key strategic risk to the Council and are developing a set of mitigations which include understanding how we can support the care market more effectively.  
	partners to build a market which is resilient and sustainable and meets the needs of our changing population. We have identified care market sustainability as a key strategic risk to the Council and are developing a set of mitigations which include understanding how we can support the care market more effectively.  
	partners to build a market which is resilient and sustainable and meets the needs of our changing population. We have identified care market sustainability as a key strategic risk to the Council and are developing a set of mitigations which include understanding how we can support the care market more effectively.  
	partners to build a market which is resilient and sustainable and meets the needs of our changing population. We have identified care market sustainability as a key strategic risk to the Council and are developing a set of mitigations which include understanding how we can support the care market more effectively.  
	partners to build a market which is resilient and sustainable and meets the needs of our changing population. We have identified care market sustainability as a key strategic risk to the Council and are developing a set of mitigations which include understanding how we can support the care market more effectively.  
	The risks around Market and Provider Failure were highlighted in July 2019 with the Council’s intervention in Trefula Nursing Home. The Council took the unprecedented step of purchasing the Nursing Care Home as without this intervention, a number of individuals with complex needs would have been moved to alternative provision, some of which was out of county. 
	A recommendation was made to Cabinet in September around the care home market failure and the process to protect the continuity of care for Cornwall residents, which set out the key steps the Council needs to take in order to be better prepared. A Market Failure Provider Policy was presented to and endorsed by Cabinet in September 2019. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	 
	 
	 
	 




	 
	Children and Wellbeing 
	Children and Wellbeing 
	Children and Wellbeing 
	Children and Wellbeing 
	Children and Wellbeing 


	  
	  
	  



	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Demographics - Children 
	Demographics - Children 
	Demographics - Children 

	Jack Cordery 
	Jack Cordery 

	4 x 5 = 20 
	4 x 5 = 20 
	Red 


	The strategic risk is that further reduction in resources available to the Council's children's services means it will increasingly struggle to deliver effective services to children, young people and families as demand in key areas of need increases. This risk is amplified by increased statutory responsibilities and raised inspection standards.  This could also lead to increased risk of failure, a reduced Ofsted rating and overspending. 
	The strategic risk is that further reduction in resources available to the Council's children's services means it will increasingly struggle to deliver effective services to children, young people and families as demand in key areas of need increases. This risk is amplified by increased statutory responsibilities and raised inspection standards.  This could also lead to increased risk of failure, a reduced Ofsted rating and overspending. 
	The strategic risk is that further reduction in resources available to the Council's children's services means it will increasingly struggle to deliver effective services to children, young people and families as demand in key areas of need increases. This risk is amplified by increased statutory responsibilities and raised inspection standards.  This could also lead to increased risk of failure, a reduced Ofsted rating and overspending. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	The strategic plan to mitigate this risk is through integration, strengthening early help/preventative services and bringing about further reductions in overlap and achieving economies of scale.  The decision to integrate education, early years, public health nursing, early help and social care under an Integrated Children's Services Directorate with a distinct identity and enhanced multi-agency governance is aimed at improving outcomes and making optimal use of the available resources.  The decision of the
	The strategic plan to mitigate this risk is through integration, strengthening early help/preventative services and bringing about further reductions in overlap and achieving economies of scale.  The decision to integrate education, early years, public health nursing, early help and social care under an Integrated Children's Services Directorate with a distinct identity and enhanced multi-agency governance is aimed at improving outcomes and making optimal use of the available resources.  The decision of the
	The strategic plan to mitigate this risk is through integration, strengthening early help/preventative services and bringing about further reductions in overlap and achieving economies of scale.  The decision to integrate education, early years, public health nursing, early help and social care under an Integrated Children's Services Directorate with a distinct identity and enhanced multi-agency governance is aimed at improving outcomes and making optimal use of the available resources.  The decision of the




	 
	Customers 
	Customers 
	Customers 
	Customers 
	Customers 


	 
	 
	 



	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Information Technology 
	Information Technology 
	Information Technology 

	Mark Read  
	Mark Read  

	4 x 2 = 8 
	4 x 2 = 8 
	Amber 




	The risk is that the Council's current IT environment is not sufficient to meet our needs as an organisation, limiting our ability to develop and respond. 
	The risk is that the Council's current IT environment is not sufficient to meet our needs as an organisation, limiting our ability to develop and respond. 
	The risk is that the Council's current IT environment is not sufficient to meet our needs as an organisation, limiting our ability to develop and respond. 
	The risk is that the Council's current IT environment is not sufficient to meet our needs as an organisation, limiting our ability to develop and respond. 
	The risk is that the Council's current IT environment is not sufficient to meet our needs as an organisation, limiting our ability to develop and respond. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	IS are continuing to make good progress on the majority of the mitigations stated. The new structure was in place on 1st July however a number of roles are still to be fully transitioned or recruited into. Recently the key roles of Agile Coach, Agile Delivery Services Manager and Portfolio Manager have been filled. We have developed a transition dashboard so that progress is monitored regularly. A KPI dashboard is being regularly reported and monitored and has just undergone a short-term review. These KPIs 
	IS are continuing to make good progress on the majority of the mitigations stated. The new structure was in place on 1st July however a number of roles are still to be fully transitioned or recruited into. Recently the key roles of Agile Coach, Agile Delivery Services Manager and Portfolio Manager have been filled. We have developed a transition dashboard so that progress is monitored regularly. A KPI dashboard is being regularly reported and monitored and has just undergone a short-term review. These KPIs 
	IS are continuing to make good progress on the majority of the mitigations stated. The new structure was in place on 1st July however a number of roles are still to be fully transitioned or recruited into. Recently the key roles of Agile Coach, Agile Delivery Services Manager and Portfolio Manager have been filled. We have developed a transition dashboard so that progress is monitored regularly. A KPI dashboard is being regularly reported and monitored and has just undergone a short-term review. These KPIs 



	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Significant contract failure 
	Significant contract failure 
	Significant contract failure 

	Rachael Rothero 
	Rachael Rothero 

	3 x 3 = 9 
	3 x 3 = 9 
	Amber 


	This risk is that there is a significant contract failure where the Council is exposed to poor performance, business closure or other substantial supply chain impacts. 
	This risk is that there is a significant contract failure where the Council is exposed to poor performance, business closure or other substantial supply chain impacts. 
	This risk is that there is a significant contract failure where the Council is exposed to poor performance, business closure or other substantial supply chain impacts. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	There are effective controls and mitigations for the management of supply chain risk in place, including the running of monthly credit checks on Strategic & Critical (S&C) suppliers and monitoring the supply chain for “soft” signs of contract non-compliance and supplier failure. S&C contract performance is scrutinised by the Commercial Management Oversight Board (CMOB) on a quarterly basis. The Council's Contract Management Toolkit and Supplier Failure Policy provide the policy framework for the management 
	There are effective controls and mitigations for the management of supply chain risk in place, including the running of monthly credit checks on Strategic & Critical (S&C) suppliers and monitoring the supply chain for “soft” signs of contract non-compliance and supplier failure. S&C contract performance is scrutinised by the Commercial Management Oversight Board (CMOB) on a quarterly basis. The Council's Contract Management Toolkit and Supplier Failure Policy provide the policy framework for the management 
	There are effective controls and mitigations for the management of supply chain risk in place, including the running of monthly credit checks on Strategic & Critical (S&C) suppliers and monitoring the supply chain for “soft” signs of contract non-compliance and supplier failure. S&C contract performance is scrutinised by the Commercial Management Oversight Board (CMOB) on a quarterly basis. The Council's Contract Management Toolkit and Supplier Failure Policy provide the policy framework for the management 


	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Property Compliance/Safety 
	Property Compliance/Safety 
	Property Compliance/Safety 

	Dominic Barlow 
	Dominic Barlow 

	3 x 3 = 9 
	3 x 3 = 9 
	Amber 


	The risk is that there is a breach in compliance with health and safety checks on our property estate, including but not limited to the fire risk assessments, resulting in death, corporate manslaughter, financial penalties and reputation. 
	The risk is that there is a breach in compliance with health and safety checks on our property estate, including but not limited to the fire risk assessments, resulting in death, corporate manslaughter, financial penalties and reputation. 
	The risk is that there is a breach in compliance with health and safety checks on our property estate, including but not limited to the fire risk assessments, resulting in death, corporate manslaughter, financial penalties and reputation. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	The overall council estate compliance performance increased to just under 84% at 30th September. Compliance testing and works arising on the farms and commercial assets continues to make progress towards compliance status.  Agreement is being sought through the corporate Health & Safety Steering Group to develop and resource a corporate estate Alternative Service Delivery auditing process providing additional assurance and safeguard the Council against future compliance risks.  The annual Office Fire Risk A
	The overall council estate compliance performance increased to just under 84% at 30th September. Compliance testing and works arising on the farms and commercial assets continues to make progress towards compliance status.  Agreement is being sought through the corporate Health & Safety Steering Group to develop and resource a corporate estate Alternative Service Delivery auditing process providing additional assurance and safeguard the Council against future compliance risks.  The annual Office Fire Risk A
	The overall council estate compliance performance increased to just under 84% at 30th September. Compliance testing and works arising on the farms and commercial assets continues to make progress towards compliance status.  Agreement is being sought through the corporate Health & Safety Steering Group to develop and resource a corporate estate Alternative Service Delivery auditing process providing additional assurance and safeguard the Council against future compliance risks.  The annual Office Fire Risk A


	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Oracle Cloud Project 
	Oracle Cloud Project 
	Oracle Cloud Project 

	Richard Williams 
	Richard Williams 

	4 x 3 = 12 
	4 x 3 = 12 
	Amber 


	The risk is that the Oracle Project fails to deliver on time, to budget and in line with the Council's requirements  A secondary risk is that the Group of Companies is implementing the HR Oracle modules in parallel to the Council's implementation, and this introduces the risk that the two projects do not align and both fail to deliver on time. 
	The risk is that the Oracle Project fails to deliver on time, to budget and in line with the Council's requirements  A secondary risk is that the Group of Companies is implementing the HR Oracle modules in parallel to the Council's implementation, and this introduces the risk that the two projects do not align and both fail to deliver on time. 
	The risk is that the Oracle Project fails to deliver on time, to budget and in line with the Council's requirements  A secondary risk is that the Group of Companies is implementing the HR Oracle modules in parallel to the Council's implementation, and this introduces the risk that the two projects do not align and both fail to deliver on time. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 




	The first significant milestone (mobilisation) in the re-plan was successfully achieved and signed off by the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). The technical build is progressing well albeit with a slight time delay verses the plan. The team is confident that this can be substantially recovered in the next time period to enable system testing to commence in November. In the last period there has been significant focus on preparing the business readiness adoption and delivery plan.  This is being shared with
	The first significant milestone (mobilisation) in the re-plan was successfully achieved and signed off by the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). The technical build is progressing well albeit with a slight time delay verses the plan. The team is confident that this can be substantially recovered in the next time period to enable system testing to commence in November. In the last period there has been significant focus on preparing the business readiness adoption and delivery plan.  This is being shared with
	The first significant milestone (mobilisation) in the re-plan was successfully achieved and signed off by the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). The technical build is progressing well albeit with a slight time delay verses the plan. The team is confident that this can be substantially recovered in the next time period to enable system testing to commence in November. In the last period there has been significant focus on preparing the business readiness adoption and delivery plan.  This is being shared with
	The first significant milestone (mobilisation) in the re-plan was successfully achieved and signed off by the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). The technical build is progressing well albeit with a slight time delay verses the plan. The team is confident that this can be substantially recovered in the next time period to enable system testing to commence in November. In the last period there has been significant focus on preparing the business readiness adoption and delivery plan.  This is being shared with
	The first significant milestone (mobilisation) in the re-plan was successfully achieved and signed off by the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). The technical build is progressing well albeit with a slight time delay verses the plan. The team is confident that this can be substantially recovered in the next time period to enable system testing to commence in November. In the last period there has been significant focus on preparing the business readiness adoption and delivery plan.  This is being shared with
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	Homes 
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	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Welfare Reform 
	Welfare Reform 
	Welfare Reform 

	Jon Lloyd-Owen 
	Jon Lloyd-Owen 

	3 x 4 = 12 
	3 x 4 = 12 
	Amber 


	The risk is that the compound effects of the government's welfare reforms will create increased demand for council services and adverse outcomes for residents and in particular children and vulnerable adults, through increased housing stress, homelessness and financial exclusion. 
	The risk is that the compound effects of the government's welfare reforms will create increased demand for council services and adverse outcomes for residents and in particular children and vulnerable adults, through increased housing stress, homelessness and financial exclusion. 
	The risk is that the compound effects of the government's welfare reforms will create increased demand for council services and adverse outcomes for residents and in particular children and vulnerable adults, through increased housing stress, homelessness and financial exclusion. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	A draft report for members has been written which takes account of trends and learning points from regions of the UK where the roll out of Universal Credit is more advanced, looks at latest information in Cornwall, assesses the likely demographic groups likely to be impacted to a greater extent in Cornwall, and matches this against projects already undertaken to mitigate the effects of Welfare Reform, and makes recommendations for consideration to potentially plug any gaps.  The draft report is with the Hou
	A draft report for members has been written which takes account of trends and learning points from regions of the UK where the roll out of Universal Credit is more advanced, looks at latest information in Cornwall, assesses the likely demographic groups likely to be impacted to a greater extent in Cornwall, and matches this against projects already undertaken to mitigate the effects of Welfare Reform, and makes recommendations for consideration to potentially plug any gaps.  The draft report is with the Hou
	A draft report for members has been written which takes account of trends and learning points from regions of the UK where the roll out of Universal Credit is more advanced, looks at latest information in Cornwall, assesses the likely demographic groups likely to be impacted to a greater extent in Cornwall, and matches this against projects already undertaken to mitigate the effects of Welfare Reform, and makes recommendations for consideration to potentially plug any gaps.  The draft report is with the Hou




	 
	Neighbourhoods 
	Neighbourhoods 
	Neighbourhoods 
	Neighbourhoods 
	Neighbourhoods 


	   
	   
	   



	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Climate Change 
	Climate Change 
	Climate Change 

	Kate Kennally 
	Kate Kennally 

	5 x 4 = 20 
	5 x 4 = 20 
	Red 


	The risk is that the Council fails to deliver on the ambition contained within the Carbon Neutral Cornwall Action Plan.  Failure to deliver the actions could have consequences for the reputation of the Council at a local and national level.  This would also lead to a failure in the climate change mitigations required for Cornwall to meets its local obligations as part of the international efforts to keep climate warming to below 1.5 degrees Celsius.  The financial risk of maintaining this programme could be
	The risk is that the Council fails to deliver on the ambition contained within the Carbon Neutral Cornwall Action Plan.  Failure to deliver the actions could have consequences for the reputation of the Council at a local and national level.  This would also lead to a failure in the climate change mitigations required for Cornwall to meets its local obligations as part of the international efforts to keep climate warming to below 1.5 degrees Celsius.  The financial risk of maintaining this programme could be
	The risk is that the Council fails to deliver on the ambition contained within the Carbon Neutral Cornwall Action Plan.  Failure to deliver the actions could have consequences for the reputation of the Council at a local and national level.  This would also lead to a failure in the climate change mitigations required for Cornwall to meets its local obligations as part of the international efforts to keep climate warming to below 1.5 degrees Celsius.  The financial risk of maintaining this programme could be


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	The programme continues to mobilise in readiness for the next phase. The majority of the core team have been appointed pending notice periods. The most significant risk for the programme remains the finances and capacity to take forward the entirety of the action plan. A development day with members of the Climate Change Programme Board has been set for 21st November to jointly agree on the outcomes, key deliverables and programme architecture that will help facilitate the changes we need to see over the ne
	The programme continues to mobilise in readiness for the next phase. The majority of the core team have been appointed pending notice periods. The most significant risk for the programme remains the finances and capacity to take forward the entirety of the action plan. A development day with members of the Climate Change Programme Board has been set for 21st November to jointly agree on the outcomes, key deliverables and programme architecture that will help facilitate the changes we need to see over the ne
	The programme continues to mobilise in readiness for the next phase. The majority of the core team have been appointed pending notice periods. The most significant risk for the programme remains the finances and capacity to take forward the entirety of the action plan. A development day with members of the Climate Change Programme Board has been set for 21st November to jointly agree on the outcomes, key deliverables and programme architecture that will help facilitate the changes we need to see over the ne




	 
	Culture, Economy & Planning  
	Culture, Economy & Planning  
	Culture, Economy & Planning  
	Culture, Economy & Planning  
	Culture, Economy & Planning  


	  
	  
	  




	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Delivering the Local Plan 
	Delivering the Local Plan 
	Delivering the Local Plan 

	Phil Mason 
	Phil Mason 

	5 x 2 = 10 
	5 x 2 = 10 
	Amber 


	The risk is that the Council fails to implement actions to deliver the Local Plan that could negatively impact on the delivery of its key objectives e.g. around housing growth, impacting on revenue to the Council and service demands such as homelessness and affordable housing, as well as the wider Cornish economy. 
	The risk is that the Council fails to implement actions to deliver the Local Plan that could negatively impact on the delivery of its key objectives e.g. around housing growth, impacting on revenue to the Council and service demands such as homelessness and affordable housing, as well as the wider Cornish economy. 
	The risk is that the Council fails to implement actions to deliver the Local Plan that could negatively impact on the delivery of its key objectives e.g. around housing growth, impacting on revenue to the Council and service demands such as homelessness and affordable housing, as well as the wider Cornish economy. 


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 


	The Local Plan establishes key targets for the delivery of new homes and jobs. The failure to deliver the number of new homes requires will result in the Council   having to support speculative planning in locations that are not being planned for.  Mitigations that have been put in place include the development of the Councils Investment Programme alongside the Housing Development Programme and Housing Revenue Account programmes, the successful Examination in Public of the Site Allocations DPD, the creation
	The Local Plan establishes key targets for the delivery of new homes and jobs. The failure to deliver the number of new homes requires will result in the Council   having to support speculative planning in locations that are not being planned for.  Mitigations that have been put in place include the development of the Councils Investment Programme alongside the Housing Development Programme and Housing Revenue Account programmes, the successful Examination in Public of the Site Allocations DPD, the creation
	The Local Plan establishes key targets for the delivery of new homes and jobs. The failure to deliver the number of new homes requires will result in the Council   having to support speculative planning in locations that are not being planned for.  Mitigations that have been put in place include the development of the Councils Investment Programme alongside the Housing Development Programme and Housing Revenue Account programmes, the successful Examination in Public of the Site Allocations DPD, the creation


	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Failure to negotiate with Government a suitable post Brexit growth environment for Cornwall 
	Failure to negotiate with Government a suitable post Brexit growth environment for Cornwall 
	Failure to negotiate with Government a suitable post Brexit growth environment for Cornwall 

	Glenn Caplin 
	Glenn Caplin 

	5 x 3 = 15 
	5 x 3 = 15 
	Amber 


	Failure to negotiate with Government a locally managed UK funded invest programme for CIoS post BREXIT that meets our level of investment ambition within our Strategic Economic Plan and Local Plan. Major project investments do not happen. Loss of business confidence to invest. SEP priorities and KPI's not delivered. Changes in the freedom of movement for employment between the EU and Britain significantly impact the services and industries in Cornwall, leaving a skills and employment gap.    MITIGATIONS:  •
	Failure to negotiate with Government a locally managed UK funded invest programme for CIoS post BREXIT that meets our level of investment ambition within our Strategic Economic Plan and Local Plan. Major project investments do not happen. Loss of business confidence to invest. SEP priorities and KPI's not delivered. Changes in the freedom of movement for employment between the EU and Britain significantly impact the services and industries in Cornwall, leaving a skills and employment gap.    MITIGATIONS:  •
	Failure to negotiate with Government a locally managed UK funded invest programme for CIoS post BREXIT that meets our level of investment ambition within our Strategic Economic Plan and Local Plan. Major project investments do not happen. Loss of business confidence to invest. SEP priorities and KPI's not delivered. Changes in the freedom of movement for employment between the EU and Britain significantly impact the services and industries in Cornwall, leaving a skills and employment gap.    MITIGATIONS:  •


	Review notes 
	Review notes 
	Review notes 




	In light of the increasing likelihood of a 'no deal' scenario, this risk remains under review.  The UK Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF) consultation was due to be released in December 2018. It is now not expected until the Comprehensive Spending Review 2020. The fund is not likely to be launched until 2021/22 dependent on the Brexit deal. Indications are that were a no deal scenario to occur, changes to current EU programme methodology, processes, systems and allocations could occur. Contracted projects will be
	In light of the increasing likelihood of a 'no deal' scenario, this risk remains under review.  The UK Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF) consultation was due to be released in December 2018. It is now not expected until the Comprehensive Spending Review 2020. The fund is not likely to be launched until 2021/22 dependent on the Brexit deal. Indications are that were a no deal scenario to occur, changes to current EU programme methodology, processes, systems and allocations could occur. Contracted projects will be
	In light of the increasing likelihood of a 'no deal' scenario, this risk remains under review.  The UK Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF) consultation was due to be released in December 2018. It is now not expected until the Comprehensive Spending Review 2020. The fund is not likely to be launched until 2021/22 dependent on the Brexit deal. Indications are that were a no deal scenario to occur, changes to current EU programme methodology, processes, systems and allocations could occur. Contracted projects will be
	In light of the increasing likelihood of a 'no deal' scenario, this risk remains under review.  The UK Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF) consultation was due to be released in December 2018. It is now not expected until the Comprehensive Spending Review 2020. The fund is not likely to be launched until 2021/22 dependent on the Brexit deal. Indications are that were a no deal scenario to occur, changes to current EU programme methodology, processes, systems and allocations could occur. Contracted projects will be
	In light of the increasing likelihood of a 'no deal' scenario, this risk remains under review.  The UK Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF) consultation was due to be released in December 2018. It is now not expected until the Comprehensive Spending Review 2020. The fund is not likely to be launched until 2021/22 dependent on the Brexit deal. Indications are that were a no deal scenario to occur, changes to current EU programme methodology, processes, systems and allocations could occur. Contracted projects will be



	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 
	Risk Title 

	Risk Owner 
	Risk Owner 

	Risk Rating 
	Risk Rating 


	Failure to offer sufficient strategic leadership that ensures SEP Implementation... 
	Failure to offer sufficient strategic leadership that ensures SEP Implementation... 
	Failure to offer sufficient strategic leadership that ensures SEP Implementation... 

	Glenn Caplin 
	Glenn Caplin 

	5 x 2 = 10 
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	Amber 


	... including Growth Deal and EU Growth Programme. The risk is that the Council fails to flex its processes and legal governance arrangements as EU legislation is superseded by national legislation which could result in both costs and benefits not being realised. Loss of confidence that Cornwall can deliver, by HMG and private investors. Not delivering the EU programme and failing to meet the mid programme bonus rate of 6% (£30m)/ Intermediate Body Status.  MITIGATIONS: • Review of current processes across 
	... including Growth Deal and EU Growth Programme. The risk is that the Council fails to flex its processes and legal governance arrangements as EU legislation is superseded by national legislation which could result in both costs and benefits not being realised. Loss of confidence that Cornwall can deliver, by HMG and private investors. Not delivering the EU programme and failing to meet the mid programme bonus rate of 6% (£30m)/ Intermediate Body Status.  MITIGATIONS: • Review of current processes across 
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	To ensure focus on the remaining years of delivery, the Growth Programme team remain committed ensuring remaining years of the EU programmes (which can continue to contract to December 2020) are delivered according to schedule and strategy. The EU programme performance reserve targets and N+3 spend targets were met at the December 2018 review point and Managing Authorities (MAs) are being challenged through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) Board and the national progr
	To ensure focus on the remaining years of delivery, the Growth Programme team remain committed ensuring remaining years of the EU programmes (which can continue to contract to December 2020) are delivered according to schedule and strategy. The EU programme performance reserve targets and N+3 spend targets were met at the December 2018 review point and Managing Authorities (MAs) are being challenged through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) Board and the national progr
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	To ensure focus on the remaining years of delivery, the Growth Programme team remain committed ensuring remaining years of the EU programmes (which can continue to contract to December 2020) are delivered according to schedule and strategy. The EU programme performance reserve targets and N+3 spend targets were met at the December 2018 review point and Managing Authorities (MAs) are being challenged through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) Board and the national progr
	To ensure focus on the remaining years of delivery, the Growth Programme team remain committed ensuring remaining years of the EU programmes (which can continue to contract to December 2020) are delivered according to schedule and strategy. The EU programme performance reserve targets and N+3 spend targets were met at the December 2018 review point and Managing Authorities (MAs) are being challenged through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) Board and the national progr
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	4 x 3 = 12 
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	The risk is that the Council will not prioritise spending/attract core funding so as to maintain standards of infrastructure long term resulting in sub optimal asset condition and usage, increased exposure to claims and additional cost. 
	The risk is that the Council will not prioritise spending/attract core funding so as to maintain standards of infrastructure long term resulting in sub optimal asset condition and usage, increased exposure to claims and additional cost. 
	The risk is that the Council will not prioritise spending/attract core funding so as to maintain standards of infrastructure long term resulting in sub optimal asset condition and usage, increased exposure to claims and additional cost. 
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	The extensive highways asset has a currently estimated "backlog" of £280m. This impacts on the resilience of the infrastructure to extreme weather events, such as flood and freezing conditions. The Cabinet decision to allocate an additional £20m to the One Cornwall Highway initiative will assist in mitigating this risk; however longer-term sustained investment is required to fully mitigate this risk and reduce its profile.   
	The extensive highways asset has a currently estimated "backlog" of £280m. This impacts on the resilience of the infrastructure to extreme weather events, such as flood and freezing conditions. The Cabinet decision to allocate an additional £20m to the One Cornwall Highway initiative will assist in mitigating this risk; however longer-term sustained investment is required to fully mitigate this risk and reduce its profile.   
	The extensive highways asset has a currently estimated "backlog" of £280m. This impacts on the resilience of the infrastructure to extreme weather events, such as flood and freezing conditions. The Cabinet decision to allocate an additional £20m to the One Cornwall Highway initiative will assist in mitigating this risk; however longer-term sustained investment is required to fully mitigate this risk and reduce its profile.   
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	Financial Sustainability 
	Financial Sustainability 
	Financial Sustainability 

	Andy Brown 
	Andy Brown 

	5 x 4 = 20 
	5 x 4 = 20 
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	The risk is that due to the decreasing central government funding, increased demand on services, cost fluctuations due to Brexit, the Council is unable to deliver and provide statutory services and those discretionary services it chooses to provide to a level that meets the expectations of the communities of Cornwall and is legally defensible 
	The risk is that due to the decreasing central government funding, increased demand on services, cost fluctuations due to Brexit, the Council is unable to deliver and provide statutory services and those discretionary services it chooses to provide to a level that meets the expectations of the communities of Cornwall and is legally defensible 
	The risk is that due to the decreasing central government funding, increased demand on services, cost fluctuations due to Brexit, the Council is unable to deliver and provide statutory services and those discretionary services it chooses to provide to a level that meets the expectations of the communities of Cornwall and is legally defensible 
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	The risk score has increased for quarter 2 due to the significant increase in the overspend.  The Medium Term Financial Plan is currently developing the 2020/21 budget and updating the Medium Term Financial Plan  to cover the period  2020/21-2023/24, and in the process of developing savings plans to  balance the 4 years. Directorates were unable  to deliver 100% of savings targets allocated to them in 2019/20 Savings targets causing additional pressures over the 4 year MTFP. 
	The risk score has increased for quarter 2 due to the significant increase in the overspend.  The Medium Term Financial Plan is currently developing the 2020/21 budget and updating the Medium Term Financial Plan  to cover the period  2020/21-2023/24, and in the process of developing savings plans to  balance the 4 years. Directorates were unable  to deliver 100% of savings targets allocated to them in 2019/20 Savings targets causing additional pressures over the 4 year MTFP. 
	The risk score has increased for quarter 2 due to the significant increase in the overspend.  The Medium Term Financial Plan is currently developing the 2020/21 budget and updating the Medium Term Financial Plan  to cover the period  2020/21-2023/24, and in the process of developing savings plans to  balance the 4 years. Directorates were unable  to deliver 100% of savings targets allocated to them in 2019/20 Savings targets causing additional pressures over the 4 year MTFP. 
	The risk score has increased for quarter 2 due to the significant increase in the overspend.  The Medium Term Financial Plan is currently developing the 2020/21 budget and updating the Medium Term Financial Plan  to cover the period  2020/21-2023/24, and in the process of developing savings plans to  balance the 4 years. Directorates were unable  to deliver 100% of savings targets allocated to them in 2019/20 Savings targets causing additional pressures over the 4 year MTFP. 
	The risk score has increased for quarter 2 due to the significant increase in the overspend.  The Medium Term Financial Plan is currently developing the 2020/21 budget and updating the Medium Term Financial Plan  to cover the period  2020/21-2023/24, and in the process of developing savings plans to  balance the 4 years. Directorates were unable  to deliver 100% of savings targets allocated to them in 2019/20 Savings targets causing additional pressures over the 4 year MTFP. 
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	Change Management Capacity and Capability 
	Change Management Capacity and Capability 
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	The risk is that the workforce is unable to deliver the amount of Council-wide and service change arising from the 19/20 SCOT portfolio and business as usual service development. The impact is that SCOT changes do not deliver the anticipated benefits, MTFP targets are jeopardised and detrimental impact on service delivery. 
	The risk is that the workforce is unable to deliver the amount of Council-wide and service change arising from the 19/20 SCOT portfolio and business as usual service development. The impact is that SCOT changes do not deliver the anticipated benefits, MTFP targets are jeopardised and detrimental impact on service delivery. 
	The risk is that the workforce is unable to deliver the amount of Council-wide and service change arising from the 19/20 SCOT portfolio and business as usual service development. The impact is that SCOT changes do not deliver the anticipated benefits, MTFP targets are jeopardised and detrimental impact on service delivery. 
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	Business as usual work continues to be re-prioritised to ensure that we are able to support the requirements of Strategic & Critical projects, especially within Customer and Support Services, with services such as Legal, Procurement and HR in particularly demand in the context of several major commercial/ provider changes and restructures across the Council. A revised IT prioritisation methodology is being tested at the Working Differently Portfolio Board in Q3 to mitigate capacity risks within this particu
	Business as usual work continues to be re-prioritised to ensure that we are able to support the requirements of Strategic & Critical projects, especially within Customer and Support Services, with services such as Legal, Procurement and HR in particularly demand in the context of several major commercial/ provider changes and restructures across the Council. A revised IT prioritisation methodology is being tested at the Working Differently Portfolio Board in Q3 to mitigate capacity risks within this particu
	Business as usual work continues to be re-prioritised to ensure that we are able to support the requirements of Strategic & Critical projects, especially within Customer and Support Services, with services such as Legal, Procurement and HR in particularly demand in the context of several major commercial/ provider changes and restructures across the Council. A revised IT prioritisation methodology is being tested at the Working Differently Portfolio Board in Q3 to mitigate capacity risks within this particu
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	Reputation & resident engagement 
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	The risk is that the Council's reputation deteriorates and has a detrimental impact on our ability to gain public, partner and government support for the actions that will realise the Council's priorities for Cornwall.   
	The risk is that the Council's reputation deteriorates and has a detrimental impact on our ability to gain public, partner and government support for the actions that will realise the Council's priorities for Cornwall.   
	The risk is that the Council's reputation deteriorates and has a detrimental impact on our ability to gain public, partner and government support for the actions that will realise the Council's priorities for Cornwall.   
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	The Council’s efforts to further strengthen resident satisfaction are underpinned by four business plan targets that seek year-on-year improvement in the percentage of residents satisfied with the way the Council runs things, those agreeing that the Council stands up and campaigns for Cornwall and those that feel the Council provides value for money and gets things right first time.  The mid-year residents’ survey showed a higher percentage of residents are speaking positively of the Council and agreeing th
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	The Council’s efforts to further strengthen resident satisfaction are underpinned by four business plan targets that seek year-on-year improvement in the percentage of residents satisfied with the way the Council runs things, those agreeing that the Council stands up and campaigns for Cornwall and those that feel the Council provides value for money and gets things right first time.  The mid-year residents’ survey showed a higher percentage of residents are speaking positively of the Council and agreeing th
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	Brexit - immediate impacts in the event of 'no deal' 
	Brexit - immediate impacts in the event of 'no deal' 
	Brexit - immediate impacts in the event of 'no deal' 
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	The risk is that the UK and EU fail to reach a deal on a Withdrawal Agreement resulting in medium term disruption in the 0-6 months immediately following exit, which impacts upon people in Cornwall and requires the Council to act, such as any immediate port and transport disruption, particularly given the coincidence with Easter tourism traffic, and any consequent supply chain disruption for critical goods.  
	The risk is that the UK and EU fail to reach a deal on a Withdrawal Agreement resulting in medium term disruption in the 0-6 months immediately following exit, which impacts upon people in Cornwall and requires the Council to act, such as any immediate port and transport disruption, particularly given the coincidence with Easter tourism traffic, and any consequent supply chain disruption for critical goods.  
	The risk is that the UK and EU fail to reach a deal on a Withdrawal Agreement resulting in medium term disruption in the 0-6 months immediately following exit, which impacts upon people in Cornwall and requires the Council to act, such as any immediate port and transport disruption, particularly given the coincidence with Easter tourism traffic, and any consequent supply chain disruption for critical goods.  
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	Owing to the high expectation that the EU will grant the UK’s request for an extension to the Article 50 period, it currently appears unlikely that the UK will leave the EU without a divorce deal on the scheduled date of 31 October. At the point of writing, however, this extension has not been formally granted, and a ‘no deal’ exit remains the legal default for 31 October. An extension will also not eliminate the risk of no deal, with it remaining a possible outcome at the end of an extended Article 50 peri
	Owing to the high expectation that the EU will grant the UK’s request for an extension to the Article 50 period, it currently appears unlikely that the UK will leave the EU without a divorce deal on the scheduled date of 31 October. At the point of writing, however, this extension has not been formally granted, and a ‘no deal’ exit remains the legal default for 31 October. An extension will also not eliminate the risk of no deal, with it remaining a possible outcome at the end of an extended Article 50 peri
	Owing to the high expectation that the EU will grant the UK’s request for an extension to the Article 50 period, it currently appears unlikely that the UK will leave the EU without a divorce deal on the scheduled date of 31 October. At the point of writing, however, this extension has not been formally granted, and a ‘no deal’ exit remains the legal default for 31 October. An extension will also not eliminate the risk of no deal, with it remaining a possible outcome at the end of an extended Article 50 peri
	The Council’s Brexit Lead Officer has continued to oversee progress on Council preparations ahead of the 31 October deadline, with mitigating actions refreshed across the Council for areas such as social care, schools, regulatory services, and data. This includes work to test the resilience of the Council's major suppliers, prompting and informing key partners, enabling additional staff resource in areas of expected new demand, and re-establishing multiple reporting arrangements to enable that impacts can b
	The Council’s Brexit Lead Officer has continued to oversee progress on Council preparations ahead of the 31 October deadline, with mitigating actions refreshed across the Council for areas such as social care, schools, regulatory services, and data. This includes work to test the resilience of the Council's major suppliers, prompting and informing key partners, enabling additional staff resource in areas of expected new demand, and re-establishing multiple reporting arrangements to enable that impacts can b
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	Brexit - ongoing impacts of the terms of exit 
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	The risk is that the terms of the UK's withdrawal from the European Union results in increased costs, increased demand for services, scarcity of labour, scarcity of goods and supplies, or other operational impacts which impair the Council's ability to deliver services for people in Cornwall. 
	The risk is that the terms of the UK's withdrawal from the European Union results in increased costs, increased demand for services, scarcity of labour, scarcity of goods and supplies, or other operational impacts which impair the Council's ability to deliver services for people in Cornwall. 
	The risk is that the terms of the UK's withdrawal from the European Union results in increased costs, increased demand for services, scarcity of labour, scarcity of goods and supplies, or other operational impacts which impair the Council's ability to deliver services for people in Cornwall. 
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	A Brexit Lead Officer has been designated following new Government guidance. All Council services have carried out a detailed assessment of the potential ongoing impacts of the terms of exit, and are keeping mitigating actions under review in light of evolving Government policy and guidance. Impacts and medium-to-long term issues are being reported to Government through dedicated channels. Resourcing impacts were considered during the annual assessment of general reserves. Our New Frontiers plan sets out th
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	A Brexit Lead Officer has been designated following new Government guidance. All Council services have carried out a detailed assessment of the potential ongoing impacts of the terms of exit, and are keeping mitigating actions under review in light of evolving Government policy and guidance. Impacts and medium-to-long term issues are being reported to Government through dedicated channels. Resourcing impacts were considered during the annual assessment of general reserves. Our New Frontiers plan sets out th
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	Pay and Terms & Conditions 
	Pay and Terms & Conditions 
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	3 x 3 = 9 
	3 x 3 = 9 
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	The risk is that the Council's pay and benefits framework and strategy does not achieve an appropriate balance between (i) the need to attract, retain and fairly reward the skills and talent the Council needs to deliver its priorities for Cornwall, and (ii) affordability of pay and benefits spend in the context of the Council's finances overall. 
	The risk is that the Council's pay and benefits framework and strategy does not achieve an appropriate balance between (i) the need to attract, retain and fairly reward the skills and talent the Council needs to deliver its priorities for Cornwall, and (ii) affordability of pay and benefits spend in the context of the Council's finances overall. 
	The risk is that the Council's pay and benefits framework and strategy does not achieve an appropriate balance between (i) the need to attract, retain and fairly reward the skills and talent the Council needs to deliver its priorities for Cornwall, and (ii) affordability of pay and benefits spend in the context of the Council's finances overall. 
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	The Council's Review of Pay and Terms and Conditions is being undertaken in response to this strategic risk, with review recommendations being developed for implementation in 2020.  Emerging recommendations are being impact assessed through informal engagement with a cross-section of managers and trade union representatives to inform the finalisation of review proposals in Q2, ahead of formal consultation and negotiation.  
	The Council's Review of Pay and Terms and Conditions is being undertaken in response to this strategic risk, with review recommendations being developed for implementation in 2020.  Emerging recommendations are being impact assessed through informal engagement with a cross-section of managers and trade union representatives to inform the finalisation of review proposals in Q2, ahead of formal consultation and negotiation.  
	The Council's Review of Pay and Terms and Conditions is being undertaken in response to this strategic risk, with review recommendations being developed for implementation in 2020.  Emerging recommendations are being impact assessed through informal engagement with a cross-section of managers and trade union representatives to inform the finalisation of review proposals in Q2, ahead of formal consultation and negotiation.  




	 



